The Hero Journey Project
Each student will complete one of the following projects on "The Hero Journey."
Due Date: November 30th (EC for turn in on the early date) or December 2

A. Power Point "Movie and The Hero Journey Analysis."
1. Rent, attend, or recall a movie that you think follows the hero journey archetype.
2. Take careful notes and identify each stage of the hero journey in the movie. Remember,
not all stages will occur in a movie and different stages may seem out of order. At the top of
each slide, identify the stage of the hero journey, and include a brief definition of that
stage. Underneath the definition or on the next slide, identify the events in the movie that
represent that stage.
3. Create a power point presentation on the stages of the hero journey you find in the
movie. You should include film clips if possible and animate your slides to make your
presentation interactive. Use the power point presentation on "The Hero Journey" and
"Star Wars" that you saw in class as an example of how to complete this project.
4. Burn your presentation on a CD.
Spelling, grammar, and clarity will all be graded as I read your projects.

B. Poster Board "Movie and The Hero Journey Analysis."
1. Rent, attend, or recall a movie that you think follows the hero journey archetype.
2. Take careful notes and identify each stage of the hero journey in the movie. Remember,
not all stages will occur in a movie and different stages may seem out of order.
3. Create a poster board that identifies and explains each stage of the hero's journey in the
movie. Identify the stage of the hero journey, and include a brief definition of that stage.
Underneath the definition, identify the events in the movie that represent that stage.
4. Illustrate the poster with graphics and drawings that reinforce what is happening at each
stage in the movie.
Spelling, grammar, and clarity will all be graded as I read your projects.
This assignment will be worth 50 points

